Children who are separated or displaced from their families or communities are, as particularly vulnerable or marginalized populations, among those at greatest risk of recruitment by armed forces and armed groups. At the same time, the most vulnerable and marginalized segments of society, a category which includes child soldiers, are also most at risk of becoming ‘displaced’—as refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs) or asylum seekers. This leaves thousands of children around the world doubly at risk of recruitment and displacement, and sometimes trapped in a vicious circle between the two. Yet the connections between displacement and the use of children as soldiers have remained poorly understood, seriously impeding efforts to address affected children’s needs.

This paper briefly introduces the practice of using children as soldiers and the phenomenon of displacement within the context of human security. It then explores some of the links between child soldiering and displacement. International law and standards for protecting children in these situations is described, followed by some concrete recommendations.

A human security challenge

A ‘child soldier’ may be defined as ‘any person under 18 years of age who is a member of or attached to the armed forces or an armed group, whether or not there is an armed conflict’. The age limitation of this definition is based upon the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child—the most widely ratified convention in existence—which defines a ‘child’ as any person under the age of 18 (art. 1).

Research has shown that children need not necessarily be ‘combatants’ to be perceived as members of or attached to armed forces or groups. They may perform a variety of other tasks, both military and non-military, including: scouting, spying, sabotage, training, drill and other preparations; acting as decoys, couriers, guards, porters, sexual slaves; as well as carrying out various domestic tasks and forced labour. While some children volunteer for recruitment, many others are conscripted or forcibly recruited and may be serving against their will. Additionally, ‘the lines between compulsory, voluntary and forced recruitment are often blurred. Children may be subjected to various political and economic
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pressures that provide them with little alternative than to “voluntarily” join armed forces or armed groups’. Nevertheless, their association with armed forces or groups—even if forced—puts them at serious risk of attack by perceived enemy groups, whilst the tasks they are often asked to perform are a danger to their physical and psychological well-being. Consequences for the child soldier are well documented and can include death, disability, drug addiction, serious psychological trauma, social alienation or inability to reintegrate after the conflict, pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases including HIV/AIDS, homelessness, etc.

Global attention in recent years has been focused on gaining a better understanding of the situation of child soldiers. International legislation and standards have been moving toward the prohibition of the use of any persons under the age of 18 as soldiers—evidence that the Rights of the Child are increasingly accepted as of paramount importance in all societies. They are the basic foundation for present and future human security—a concept which prioritizes the well-being of humans rather than states.

While some might argue that preserving a military defence system, even if it requires the use of recruits under the age of 18, is crucial for maintaining national or ethnic security, it is nevertheless clear that the effects of armed conflict on children are devastating, not only for children themselves but for their societies. The concept of human security developed precisely ‘as a counterpoint to the idea of national security...’, as Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Oscar Arias explains. ‘Slowly but surely, progressive thinkers in the security and development communities got together and began promoting the notion of human security: the idea that fortified borders, armed conflicts and ideological domination do not necessarily lead to security. Security was recast as a concept that should be applied to individuals instead of states...’.8

With more than 300,000 children (a conservative estimate) participating in hostilities in more than thirty countries today, and half a million serving in the armed forces or armed groups of at least eighty-five countries,9 the consequences for human security are cast into sharp relief. The use of children as soldiers is, in many countries, an integral part of the war machine. Children fought in most of the thirty-seven conflicts occurring around the world in 2001.10 During protracted armed conflicts they are often recruited as the number of available adults dwindles, thus enabling the conflict to continue.11 Some countries have extremely large populations of under-18s and relatively low life expectancy for the population as a whole, adding to reliance on under-18s in armed forces and groups.12 Many developed countries have been doing away with conscription, but find it increasingly difficult to maintain the necessary number of recruits, thus leading to a reduction in the voluntary recruitment age or a failure to raise the minimum recruitment age to 18.13

Displacement, which often occurs on a mass scale during situations of armed conflict, also affects children (like others) in a way that threatens the stability and future of society. The term displacement has generally lacked a good working definition and consistent usage; in this paper it is used broadly to refer to several populations: refugees, IDPs, asylum seekers, and in some cases separated children.14 This usage refers to all persons compelled to leave their homes due to persecution, a situation of disruption or armed conflict, and who are prevented from returning to their homes at their own will.

The UNHCR estimates that there are some 22 million displaced children in the world. Many are displaced for years on end. For example, children in the worst affected areas tend to remain internally displaced for an average of six to seven years, during which time they often lack access to adequate (or any) education, nutrition, and social stability.15 Refugees, asylum seekers and separated children often face a similar lack of access to basic resources, sometimes exacerbated by discrimination that they face as marginalized populations.16
But what exactly are the relationships between displacement and the practice of child soldiering? What are the consequences, and how might they be ameliorated or prevented?

Displacement and child soldiering

Displacement and child recruitment are not merely parallel or unrelated offshoots of war; they are often deeply inter-related. In fact, whether during war or peace, there appears to be a strong correlation between risk of recruitment during displacement, as well as risk of displacement as an outcome of recruitment.

However, it is crucial to recognize that the most serious risk arises in countries in the midst of protracted or intense armed conflict, where the numbers of both IDPs and child soldiers often soar. Even a cursory look reveals that countries experiencing the worst trends in child recruitment (both in numbers and often brutality of treatment) during recent armed conflicts have also tended to produce the largest populations of IDPs and/or refugees in the world, including literally millions of children. This includes countries such as Sierra Leone, Angola, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda, Sudan, Burundi, Somalia, Afghanistan, Myanmar, Colombia and Iraq.18

A vicious circle

Displacement may occur before, during or after a child is recruited, and at any stage of armed conflict. Recruitment may affect all types of displaced children—refugees, asylum seekers, the internally displaced, and those separated from their families or caregivers. These categories are far from mutually exclusive; children often become trapped in a cycle of vulnerability to both recruitment and displacement. Bearing this in mind, we can identify at least four basic connections between child soldiering and displacement.

- First, beginning with the most commonly recognized connection, former child soldiers are vulnerable to displacement.
- Second, an increasingly recognized connection, displaced children are vulnerable to military recruitment and re-recruitment.
- Third, children are displaced or relocated to prevent recruitment.
- And fourth, perhaps the most controversial of the categories, child soldiers are displaced as soldiers (as a general characteristic of their condition).

Former child soldiers are vulnerable to displacement

Child soldiers who escape, are captured or demobilized too often find they cannot simply return to their families and communities—and instead become IDPs, refugees or asylum seekers.

The difficulty in many cases of tracing or actually reuniting former child soldiers with family or community members is well known.19 Basic instability and endemic lack of infrastructure in conflict areas can prevent children from being physically transported back to their communities. The regional
or cross-border character of some conflicts can make reunification even more difficult, requiring greater resources, communication and cooperation across vast territories and between humanitarian agencies and governments.

Even in circumstances where children can be returned, they often have no place to return to. Family members may have been displaced themselves or even killed. Tragically, some families and communities may reject former child soldiers due to crimes committed while in service, perceived alliances with enemies, or social consequences arising from disability, psycho-social difficulties, pregnancy, HIV/AIDS and other possible effects of military service.20

In some cases family members may be located in conflict areas or areas controlled by armed elements, making it too dangerous for former child soldiers to return. Former soldiers are at particular risk of re-recruitment as well as reprisals (against themselves or their families), not only by the same armed force or group that may have recruited them to begin with, but by opposing groups as well.

The risk of displacement in all these situations may be exacerbated for children who escape or run away before being formally demobilized. Formal demobilization (when available) at least offers the potential for resources, protection and programmes to aid with family reunification—although even then the difficulties of demobilization, particularly for children, are many.21 However, some countries such as Colombia, have taken the opposite tactic; there, national legislation obliges demobilized child soldiers to live temporarily in institutions set up by the government, typically in large cities far from the children’s families, regardless of their situation.22 When children are not reintegrated into their family or community, they may remain in transit or rehabilitation centres for months and ultimately have no place to go once released. Sometimes the rate of population displacement in conflict areas can make some families nearly impossible to locate from one month to the next.23 When this happens, unless former child soldiers remain in institutional settings, they are at risk of becoming street children, being re-recruited, or persecuted for desertion or for crimes committed by armed forces or groups they once served. While it is generally agreed that long-term institutionalization should be a last resort, the necessary amount of time needed between demobilization and family reunification is not clear at all, and indeed may be apparent only on a case by case basis—something that resource-scarce programmes may not be able to afford.

Other child soldiers may escape or be relocated to refugee camps already overburdened and unable to cope with the needs of inhabitants. Aid workers may have difficulty grappling with the unique needs of former child soldiers—often separated from their families, rejected or persecuted by members of the community, at risk of joining a ‘military element’ in refugee camps, or being targeted by armed elements outside the camps.25

Internally displaced former child soldiers may face the greatest risk because they may still be at the mercy of the people who caused them to be uprooted, while international aid agencies may be unable to access or even identify them.26 Unlike refugees, they suffer from lack of a single, comprehensive and binding international legal framework of protection specifically for IDPs.27 Instead, their rights are protected through a patchwork of various broader treaties. Legal responsibility falls primarily upon the government of the state where displacement occurs, places in which the legal protections or the infrastructure to implement them may be absent or destroyed by war.28

Some former child soldiers may seek asylum in a foreign country to escape the dangers of armed conflict, including recruitment/re-recruitment, punishment for desertion or persecution for crimes committed by the armed force or group they served. Those whose refugee claims are heard on an individual rather than group basis, particularly in south-north refugee movement, explicitly encounter the controversy over children’s accountability for crimes committed while serving in armed forces or
groups—whether they are criminals or victims deserving of refugee status.29 This movement also forces refugee-receiving countries far from the site of conflicts to grapple with the issue of accountability—something they may wish to avoid.30 The number of children in this situation is unknown, but an increasing number of cases are coming to light.

Displacement of former child soldiers also occurs in non-conflict zones, although in different ways. Some professional armies in peaceful countries have high rates of ‘absent without leave’ (AWOL) soldiers who are under 18, a proportion of whom become homeless.31 And in most countries, governments take no responsibility for the reintegration of former recruits into society once they are discharged. Post-traumatic stress syndrome is believed to present serious challenges to successful reintegration, and can arise from even relatively short exposure to conflict situations in foreign countries.32 While such situations may point toward a broader definition of displacement than commonly used, it can be argued that at least the situation of children under the age of 18 warrants a rethinking of what actually constitutes displacement (discussed below). This could include, for example, the situation of ‘separated’ or ‘unaccompanied’ children, including street children. These children lack family or community structures to support them when, due to their age, they remain dependent on adult care and are thus particularly vulnerable.

**Displaced Children Are Vulnerable to Military Recruitment and Re-recruitment**

Both inside and outside refugee and resettlement camps, displaced children are vulnerable to recruitment and re-recruitment. It is well recognized that unaccompanied or separated children, such as those within settlement camps, in the street, and other children not typically thought of as ‘displaced’, are at particular risk.33

IDPs and refugees in camps are sometimes militarized or targeted by armed forces or groups seeking recruits—even across national borders. Former child soldiers also face the danger of separation or internment with armed elements within camps and settlements, which increases risk of re-recruitment not to mention the dangers of such associations.34 Slow registration processes at camps can result in recruitment that is never documented at all, as IDPs and refugees disappear without record.35 These situations have been documented in numerous cases, to the extent that UNHCR mandated special protection from recruitment for displaced populations in its Guidelines on the Protection and Care of Refugee Children (1994) and Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement (1998). Yet protection remains difficult, both due to lack of resources and inadequate awareness of the risks and necessary steps for prevention. Cross-border recruitment among refugees far from their homeland (for example, the PKK, a Turkish insurgent group, recruited Kurdish children in Sweden, Germany and France) presents even greater logistical challenges.36

Due to the general disruption caused by armed conflict, IDPs and refugees typically also lack mechanisms for protection from recruitment that would traditionally be present within their communities, including viable alternatives to recruitment such as education and employment. Food scarcity, high levels of insecurity, and sometimes even a sense of family or national/ethnic/other honour may compel children to join armed forces or groups where otherwise their communities might have discouraged or prevented recruitment. For unaccompanied children, recruitment may appear to be the sole means of ensuring food, shelter or protection. Many children join or are recruited after witnessing brutality against their own families or communities, in hope of seeking revenge or out of a sense of ideological right.37
CHILDREN MAY BE DISPLACED OR RELOCATED TO PREVENT RECRUITMENT

The phenomenon of purposeful displacement or relocation to evade recruitment is mostly known among wealthier populations. This occurred extensively during the conflicts in Lebanon and South Africa, for example. But it also occurs in many non-conflict countries on a regular basis. This is evidenced by the fact that, in many countries, the armed forces are comprised predominantly of less educated, poorer and minority populations, often from rural areas, while wealthier or more advantaged groups can evade conscription by attending university, paying bribes, or moving abroad or to other parts of the country.

However, purposeful displacement does occur among poorer populations as well, and with potentially graver consequences. Under-18s may be unaccompanied and forced to travel in hostile regions through means that wealthier children might be able to avoid. Whole families are sometimes displaced to protect a child or because the loss of a child to recruitment would bring its own economic consequences (e.g. loss of labour). Sometimes whole families move because armed forces or groups extort money or food from those that do not ‘contribute’ a child for recruitment. In such situations entire families might risk grave danger as they move through unstable regions and become displaced.

CHILD SOLDIERS ARE DISPLACED AS SOLDIERS (AS A GENERAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THEIR CONDITION)

Almost all children under the age of 18 who enlist, are conscripted or forced to serve in armed forces or armed groups become ‘separated’ children—removed from their families and/or home environment (only a small number serve with family members or have been born in a military camp). They are also typically displaced from their communities and normal way of life, to live in military camps and militarized environments. They are physically relocated, often at great distances from their homes and often to dangerous zones. Not only are they not free to return to their family or community at will (or lack the knowledge or support for their right to do so where legislation on conscientious objection to military service exists), they also often lack the means to return without facing serious dangers, or because their families or communities have also been displaced. They are essentially in a state of displacement and as such are even more at the mercy of the armed forces or groups that have recruited them.

Unfortunately, the commonly accepted concept of displacement has not encompassed children in these situations, even those forcibly recruited, abducted or pressured to ‘volunteer’ against their will. As a result, a huge population of displaced children has ‘fallen through the cracks’, perhaps in support of the view that militaries have the right to recruit and use children as soldiers—a view increasingly falling out of fashion.

However, it is becoming clear that adults or children who are recruited, whether forcibly or voluntarily, fit the displaced definition in so far as they are compelled to leave their homes and/or are prevented from returning at their own will, particularly during conflict situations. Additionally, because of their age, children are particularly disadvantaged; they can be more easily persuaded or threatened into joining, and humiliated or terrified to prevent them from leaving or escaping. Their greater dependence on families and communities to support and protect their development and well-being creates a situation in which the effects of recruitment may be very much like the effects of displacement on children generally—often resulting in lack of traditional protection from abuse, absence of necessary
learning and health systems, and often involving an uncertain status in relation to the government or other armed groups. In many armed forces and groups young recruits (in both conflict and non-conflict areas) are subject to harsh or even brutal treatment, including hazing practices that can result in death. Before all else they become subject to the military hierarchy, formal and informal, and whether monitored or corrupt. Most militaries even have their own internal court and penal systems, which can be unduly harsh, particularly for growing children.

We therefore need to ask whether age should be taken into account in the definition of displacement. In this respect, some people might be most easily persuaded to recognize child recruits as ‘displaced’ in conflict zones, particularly those at extremely young ages (9, 10, 11 years old) recruited by non-governmental groups or by government forces considered corrupt or noncompliant with international human rights standards. But the internationally accepted definition of ‘the child’ is not context dependent, and includes all children under the age of 18. Thus older children in regular armed forces must be recognized as well—for example 16 and 17 year old recruits in the United Kingdom, who are categorically denied the choice of opting-out of the military contract after a certain amount of time has elapsed, and thus prohibited from returning to live with their families or communities. What are the consequences of recruitment for these under-18s? How does it affect their development, health and psycho-social well-being, not to mention the physical risks faced during training and deployment?

The likely resistance to recognizing all child soldiers as essentially displaced could stem in part from the long-standing tendency for double standards—being lenient about child recruitment in some contexts (e.g. government forces of Western countries that recruit 16 and 17 year olds) while taking the high moral ground on child recruitment in others (e.g. non-Western countries and particularly non-state armed groups). It could also stem from a continuing unwillingness of many governments to give up all child recruits, or the lack of capacity for aid agencies to take on another tremendous population in extremely sensitive situations. However, international legislation and standards are making such stances increasingly difficult to uphold.

Rights

There is a significant and growing body of international law and standards that can be drawn upon to prevent both child recruitment and its potential links to displacement. Briefly, the most directly applicable include the following.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child entitles all children under the age of 18 to the right to personal security generally. Its Optional Protocol on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict lays out specific standards and protections against the recruitment and use as soldiers of children under the age of 18 (art. 3) and to ensure their demobilization and rehabilitation (art. 6 and 7). But threats to children’s security are often aggravated by lack of protection by their own government, their lack of personal identity documentation and the disruption of traditional family, clan and community structures. Threats may come from a variety of agents—including armed forces or groups, political factions, police and border guards.

Not only do displaced children have the same rights to protection and assistance as all children, they are entitled to the same general protections and rights as other displaced persons and civilians through the four Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols. Regarding vulnerability to recruitment, they also enjoy protection through standard setting international guidelines. In 1989 the UNHCR Executive Committee adopted Conclusion No. 59(XL), which drew special attention to the
particular need to ensure refugee children’s right to protection from military recruitment. The UNHCR Guidelines on the Protection and Care of Refugee Children (1991) subsequently advocated that ‘no refugee, neither adult, nor adolescent nor child, be conscripted’, stating that ‘[F]orcing refugees to be soldiers violates the principle that refugees are a neutral population in an asylum country.’ Children in particular have special right to protection, as the Guidelines explain: ‘once a refugee voluntarily takes up arms or otherwise takes direct part in hostilities, (s)he can no longer enjoy UNHCR’s protection. However, children who may be constrained to take up arms, even if they do so voluntarily, may as minors not be considered as responsible for their own actions.’ The Guidelines specify that former combatants of any age who lay down their arms and otherwise meet the definition of a refugee are eligible for protection.

The United Nation’s Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement (1998) similarly provide international standards (although non-binding) on protection against child recruitment. This includes Principle 13, which states: ‘(1) In no circumstances shall displaced children be recruited nor be required or permitted to take part in hostilities. (2) Internally displaced persons shall be protected against discriminatory practices of recruitment into any armed forces or groups as a result of their displacement. In particular any cruel, inhuman or degrading practices that compel compliance or punish non-compliance with recruitment are prohibited in all circumstances.’

To put these rights into effect they need to be widely acknowledged and properly implemented by the wide range of actors and institutions that deal with children in armed conflict situations and with displaced persons.

Recommendations

Because displacement and child soldiering are so integrally related, measures to ameliorate one situation often improve the other. But governments, inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations must also specifically target the links between child soldiering and displacement through more holistic and integrated approaches.

International standards need to be developed and applied to recognize the various circumstances, dangers, needs and capacities of different types of displaced children (refugees, IDPs, asylum seekers and separated children) and child soldiers (whether boys or girls, combatants or non-combatants, etc.), and at different points of intervention (prevention, response, monitoring). The following recommendations are a compilation of many suggested by UNHCR and others working in the field, and should be appropriately applied to protect all displaced children and child soldiers.

- Governments should ratify and implement the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict, and enforce the standards it sets regarding minimum recruitment age, demobilization and reintegration.
- Armed groups should express their compliance with the Optional Protocol and enforce the standards it sets regarding minimum recruitment age, demobilization and reintegration.
- Governments should ensure universal birth registration in order to prevent recruitment of under-18s by default.
Governments and aid organizations should work to create viable alternatives to recruitment, such as education and employment.

Governments and aid organizations should strengthen security or staff presence where children are at risk of recruitment (i.e. escape routes, reception centres, camps or settlements) to facilitate preventative actions and to ensure rapid response.

Governments, local governments and aid organizations should monitor and investigate or report to appropriate authorities cases of child recruitment or suspected recruitment (e.g. unexplained extended absences from school), as well as the presence of former child combatants, both in the general population and among displaced populations.

Governments and aid organizations should prioritize protection of unaccompanied or separated children, for example organizing special accommodation or safeguards for such children and others at particular risk of recruitment.

Governments and aid organizations should locate camps and settlements at a safe distance from the border of the country of origin or conflict area in order to minimize risk of military recruitment, and should relocate those camps at risk.

Governments and aid organizations should ensure speedy registration procedures at camps and settlements, as well as at demobilization centres.

Governments and aid organizations should prioritize the immediate psychological, social and physical rehabilitation of former child soldiers generally and to prevent re-recruitment.

Governments should ensure appropriate standards of juvenile justice, and aid organizations should ensure former child soldiers are not penalized by being denied access to aid.

Governments and aid organizations should make every effort to trace and reunite former child soldiers with their families, using long-term institutional care only as a last resort.

Governments and aid organizations should prepare families and communities for the return of their children, helping them to cope emotionally and to respond to former child soldiers’ needs, including protection from re-recruitment.

Governments, aid organizations and international bodies such as the United Nations Security Council should condemn child recruitment and inform the public and both political and military leaders of the need to protect all children from recruitment, and to demobilize and reintegrate those recruited.

Governments and aid organizations should promote and facilitate family and community awareness and capacities to prevent child recruitment.

United Nations agency staff, NGO personnel, government officers and security personnel should be trained to protect children from recruitment in conflict situations.

Governments and international bodies should work to end impunity for those who recruit children.

Conclusion

The multitude of connections between displacement and child soldiering, both threats to human security in themselves, demonstrate the tremendous challenges facing us as we try to assist these marginalized populations. The first step toward addressing their needs is simply to be aware of these connections in order to make use of existing mechanisms for rights and protections in the most holistic manner possible— thereby stopping the cycle from continuing.
In this respect, the dearth of research into the causes and consequences of child recruitment in developed countries and in peace time is one major disadvantage to our understanding of the negative consequences of child soldiering generally, its links to displacement in particular, and its broader consequences for society and human security.

There are many arguments against the use of children as soldiers, to which we should also add the following: that whether ‘volunteers’, conscripts or forced recruits, in conflict or non-conflict zones, regardless of the country’s level of development or compliance with international standards, child soldiers are essentially displaced. Displacement for these children means increased insecurity and lack of access to choice, resources and opportunities. As child soldiers, who can not simply ‘go home’, it means risk of death, disability and serious psychological trauma. For their communities and societies, restoring human security and building the future will be that much harder.
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